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Josephine graduated from Goldsmiths College in Fine Art in 2018 working
primarily in fashion-based performance art. This collection marks the next stage
for the brand after showing at the Designer Showrooms during LFW in
September last year.
The Curious Cyclist Collection is the first collection by transgender designer
Josephine Jones for London Fashion Week. With it’s all trans casting this show is
an important step towards greater inclusivity for LFW.
“This is not a collection for transgender women exclusively – these are
elegantly tailored silhouettes that are universally flattering”
Josephine Jones
Josephine’s design studio is based in Bermondsey. Where the inspiration for The
Curious Cyclist is informed daily by a ‘knife in the bra elegance’. Here lies the
rush of cycling through London and the grime of the urban theatre of the Belle
Époque underworld. Her work evolves from colour and the practice of printmaking. Many of the pieces feature hand painted designs on silk, with colours of
clover, plum and absinth green, sitting against the yellow shades of French liquor.
‘I have tried to do what is true and not always ideal’.
Henri de Toulouse Lautrec
Josephine’s designs are not an escape into the past but a representation of
unapologetic femininity. Her key silhouettes feature soft lines, bell sleeves, candy
coloured tulle and oversized ribbons. Each signature piece is vibrant and elegant
with singular pieces that are unquestionably desirable.
The artist and stylist Jack Appleyard adds accessories, which are made from
found materials. Leo Carlton’s dramatic millinery attunes perfectly with the
collection. The hair is bought to life by John Vial and pairs beautifully with
painterly make-up by Olivia Wiles. The team is rounded off with creative
consultancy with Nathalie Khan and Lyall Hakaraia, and the show is being
produced by vFd. Her collection is staged against the backdrop of vFd 10,
‘Punish the Streets’, an exhibition which marks the 10 year anniversary of the
club, being held at New Art Projects.
“Designing, fabric and fantasy is a business as well as a language – opening
the Josephine Jones boutique is the first step in grounding my dreams in
reality.”
Josephine Jones
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